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This year has brought some major changes in our department. After having been professor at our department since 1994, Klaus Neusser went into retirement. In addition to his research and teaching, he has for a long time been very active in the management of our department. Winand Emons and Blaise Melly wrote an appreciation of his professional achievements for this annual report.

Last year we managed to fill all open faculty positions. We are, therefore, happy to welcome three new colleagues:

In June 2019, Jeanne Tschopp joined our department as assistant professor tenure track in applied economics. She holds a PhD from the University of Lausanne and has been an assistant professor at Ryerson University in Canada. She is an applied economist with interests in labour economics and international trade. You find an interview with Jeanne in this annual report.

In January 2020, Pierpaolo Benigno started as full professor in macroeconomics. He holds a PhD from Princeton University and before joining our department has been a professor at LUISS Guido Carli in Rome. Pierpaolo is an experienced and internationally well-known applied macroeconomist with special interest in monetary economics.

As well in January 2020, Costanza Naguib has started as an assistant professor tenure track in econometrics. She holds a PhD from the Università della Svizzera Italiana in Lugano and has worked as a postdoctoral fellow at the University of St. Gallen. Costanza’s research interests are in econometrics and labour economics.

Another major development for our department has been the renewal of the mandate for the interdisciplinary Center for Regional Economic Development (CRED) for which our department is responsible. At the same time, the rectorate has appointed Maximilian von Ehrlich as the new managing director of the CRED. You find an interview with Max in this annual report.

As usual, this report also contains a couple of short descriptions of current research as well as a list of our research output.

I would like to warmly thank my colleagues and all members of the department for their valuable contributions during the last year.

Aymo Brunetti
January 2020
Jeanne Tschopp studied economics at the University of Lausanne where she received her PhD in 2011. She became Post-Doctoral Fellow at the University of British Columbia and Assistant Professor at Ryerson University before joining our faculty in 2019. Her research focuses on labor economics and international trade, where she combines empirical methods with models from theory. We wish Jeanne Tschopp all the best in her new position at the University of Bern.

Interview with Jeanne Tschopp

Jeanne Tschopp, we are delighted to welcome you as a new member of the department. Did you already settle in and had some time to discover the city?

Thank you. I am excited to be part of the faculty of the Economics Department at the University of Bern. As a Swiss citizen, it was quite easy for me to settle in and it is great to be back at home. To be honest, I did not have much time to explore every nook and cranny of the city, but I still remember it as a place with high living quality.

Your research in labor and trade economics, while primarily empirical, still emphasizes theoretical considerations. What is your motivation to combine the two views?

I particularly like to blend both theory and empirical work in order to derive and test the restrictions that theory imposes on the data. Economic theory provides a framework to think about the mechanisms leading to observe specific phenomena. It can yield clear predictions, shed light on how economic variables are related and deliver equations that can be estimated. For this reason, I think structural modeling can be an extremely useful and powerful tool to approach an empirical question and understand what the empirical challenges are, which one might not fully grasp without a model. For instance, it can help understand the source of an endogeneity issue and even lead to instruments to cope with the issue.

Before joining the economics department in Bern, you worked in North America at Ryerson University. What do you consider, after your first few months in Bern, to be the main differences between the two institutions?

To me, the most striking difference between Ryerson and Bern University is the working conditions of PhD students. I did my PhD in Switzerland and until I moved to Canada, I did not realize that we had exceptional working conditions. At Ryerson, even if students are appointed teaching or research assistants, they often have to find some other source of income and this takes away time from research. Tuition fees tend to be high and life in big cities like Toronto is expensive. The conditions we offer in Bern allow students to fully concentrate on their PhD, and should help them produce high-quality research.

After completing your PhD at the University of Lausanne, you went on the North American job market. What is your advise for students who consider to do the same?

Students in North America get a very structured and intense training for the academic job market. I think we should offer information sessions on how the academic market works, offer mock job talks and interviews etc. The best advice I could give is to get your job market ready and polished by the summer. Present your paper several times in different audiences, both in seminar and at conferences, and do not underestimate the importance of being well prepared and fluid.

Your research interest is quite broad, from labor to trade over to hurricanes. How do you develop your research ideas?

Many of my research ideas have started during the PhD and I am still building on them. My interest in studying the implications of search and bargaining for trade and labor market outcomes started while attending a seminar in Lausanne given by Prof. Paul Beaudry, who later on became my post-doc advisor at the University of British Columbia (UBC). For me, the post-doc really acted as a springboard for setting up a network of co-authors and building a long-term research agenda. Research ideas on hurricanes also started during the PhD, while chatting with another PhD student, Martino Pelli, who is now a Professor in Canada. I think that attending seminars, conferences and talking to people is crucial to develop research. Isolating yourself is never a good strategy to come up with ideas.

Jeanne Tschopp, thank you very much for this interview.
The center for Regional Economic Development (CRED) was founded in 2012 as an interdisciplinary center of the University of Bern. The CRED engages in research, teaching and consulting regarding the determinants of regional economic development. Maximilian von Ehrlich is the newly appointed managing director of the CRED.

Interview with Maximilian von Ehrlich

Maximilian von Ehrlich, you will succeed Aymo Brunetti as the CRED Director in 2020. What are your plans for the future development of the CRED?

We are in the fortunate position that the CRED has established itself as a reputable center for questions of regional economic relevance in the last years. The affiliated researchers come from four fields: economics, entrepreneurship, geography and tourism. As such, the research projects shed light on regional economic topics from different angles. The aim is to produce high caliber research which helps inform a wide range of stakeholders, from policy makers to the general public. Our main objectives for the next years are to expand the research output, publish in top journals and win research grants, further encourage participation of colleagues from the department in the CRED activities, organize workshops and host research fellows. While many activities are already under way today, we plan to improve the communication within the university and externally. All of this shall contribute to further increase the CRED’s reputation and visibility for policy advice.

The CRED was founded in 2012 as interdisciplinary research center of the University of Bern. Could you walk us through your story at the CRED?

When I joined the economics department in Bern, I applied for funding of a PhD student at the CRED which led to an SNF project on quantitative economic geography. A bit later, one of the CRED affiliates from LSE and I started a joint research project which resulted in follow-up projects for the OECD and SECO, where we discussed and quantified housing supply elasticities. The CRED also co-financed a postdoc who worked with us on the projects and who is now an assistant professor in Canada. For me, these projects were good examples of how the CRED can support the promotion of young researchers and help us attract reputable third party projects.

One of my personal highlights was also a CRED conference which we organized on Economic Geography and Public Policy. I am now excited to continue this work and one of my upcoming CRED projects is on the consequences of digitalization for the spatial organization of the economy which was just included into the National Research Programme on digital transformation.

The CRED has four distinct research units: how does CRED-Economics’ institutional integration in the economics department work?

The CRED is designed as a platform in the sense that affiliated researchers have their main home at their departments and the CRED welcomes all members of the departments who aim to contribute in the research areas. For instance, we have an exciting new project on regional variation in health care services. Another core area of the CRED is its tourism research which is co-led by Monika Bandi and Marcus Roller. In addition to the established policy-oriented work, we plan to further underpin tourism insights with econometric methods.

Currently, you spend a research semester at UC Berkeley. What influence has this semester on your research?

UC Berkeley is a great place to connect with researchers and is a very inspiring environment. The economics group is of a different scale than in Bern but they break it down by having many seminars to present early stage research in focused groups. I spent most of my time working on a paper on spatial economic disparities and on starting off the project on digital transformation. For both projects, the input from colleagues at Berkeley has been highly valuable. Some of them have also expressed their interest in visiting us in Bern. Not dissimilar to our department, the economics department at UC Berkeley also has a number of centers which aim to bring research output into the public debate. Another commonality to Bern that made me feel right at home was that they have the bear as their mascot.

Maximilian von Ehrlich, thank you very much for this interview.
Research Bit: On the Equivalence of Private and Public Money

Dirk Niepelt – When does a swap between private and public money leave the equilibrium allocation and price system unchanged? To answer this question, the paper sets up a generic model of money and liquidity which identifies sources of seignorage rents and liquidity bubbles. We derive sufficient conditions for equivalence and apply them in the context of the “Chicago Plan”, cryptocurrencies, the Indian de-monetization experiment, and Central Bank Digital Currency (CBDC). Our results imply that CBDC, coupled with central bank pass-through funding, need not imply a credit crunch nor undermine financial stability.

Whether central banks or private entities should be the principal issuers of money has been the subject of a long-standing debate. Proponents of a strong government role fear that private money creation breeds instability and shifts seignorage rents to shareholders. In the “Chicago Plan” of the 1930s and the recently rejected Swiss referendum proposal on “Vollgeld,” they suggest to severely restrict or even ban money creation by anyone except the central bank. Less drastic proposals aim at electronic Central Bank Digital Currency (CBDC) for use by non-banks. Skeptics, on the other hand, warn against the replacement of private media of exchange. In their view, a reduction of bank-issued money could undermine credit extension, with negative implications for growth, and encourage depositor runs and threaten financial stability.

Our first contribution is to develop a generic framework that nests many—and most standard—models of money, liquidity, and financial frictions. Second, the paper shows how the relaxation of means-of-payment constraints introduces “liquidity payoffs” of securities. These liquidity payoffs make bubbles on “liquid” securities—that is, securities which relax means-of-payment constraints—more likely. The liquidity payoffs generate seignorage rents for the issuers of liquid securities unless competition shifts the rents to customers.

Our framework questions some frequently made arguments in the policy debate. Whether the issuance of CBDC should reduce credit, crowd out investment, or undermine financial stability depends on the monetary policy accompanying the issuance of CBDC and on the strength of the central bank’s commitment to serve as lender of last resort. With a strong commitment, a transfer of funds from deposit to CBDC accounts would give rise to an automatic substitution of one type of bank funding (deposits) by another one (central bank funding)—the issuance of CBDC would simply render the central bank’s implicit lender-of-last-resort guarantee explicit. By construction, a swap of CBDC for deposits thus would only change the composition of bank funding.

Of course, this balance sheet arithmetic does not prove that households, firms, and banks find it optimal to maintain their initial equilibrium choices rather than adjusting consumption, production, funding, or investment plans in response to the swap. Our third contribution is to clarify these effects and to prove an equivalence result. We establish sufficient conditions under which a swap does not alter the equilibrium allocation and price system, even if the swap involves monies with different liquidity and payoff characteristics. The equivalent monetary policy that accommodates the swap completely insulates the banking sector. Effectively, the central bank replicates the deposit supply schedule in the initial equilibrium, and this preserves the choice sets of banks, independently of whether they are competitive or not. By funding the banks rather than purchasing bank assets, the central bank avoids to interfere directly with the credit allocation mechanism—only banks screen and monitor investment projects.

Our equivalence theorem constitutes a theoretical benchmark result. Its main objective is to identify the key conditions for equivalence, and thus the sources of possible non-equivalence. Our fourth and final contribution is to discuss the implications of our analysis in the context of four applications. We start with two proposals for monetary reform: CBDC and the more drastic “Chicago Plan.” Our analysis implies that the introduction of CBDC accompanied by a pass-through policy would not change macroeconomic outcomes. Naturally, CBDC in combination with a pass-through policy would not undermine financial stability because a depositor run into CBDC would automatically trigger pass-through funding. We also argue that with pass-through funding, the introduction of CBDC could well strengthen financial stability rather than undermining it because CBDC and pass-through funding could turn the central bank into a large depositor. Unlike small depositors, such a large depositor internalizes run externalities and has the means to eliminate run equilibria.

Regarding the Chicago Plan, the conditions for equivalence are met provided that banks receive appropriate compensation for lost seignorage rents. An important motivation for the “Vollgeld” proposal, however, was that banks should relinquish these rents. This would transfer seignorage from bank shareholders to taxpayers, undermining wealth neutrality and possibly changing incentives. Our equivalence result does not apply to cryptocurrencies operating on blockchains with proof-of-work algorithms because these currencies require substantial resources—typically in the form of electricity—to ensure correct record keeping. In the context of other cryptocurrencies, our sufficient conditions for equivalence may well be satisfied.

Igor Letina – What is the optimal way for an organization to provide incentives to its employees when employee performance is evaluated by a lenient supervisor? Igor Letina, Shuo Liu and Nick Netzer analyze this problem and show that the optimal mechanism is a simple one: specify fixed rewards and only allow the supervisor to allocate the rewards among the employees.

In November 2018, the Swiss Federal Government attempted to lower the average performance evaluation of its employees.* This may seem odd at first glance, but it is actually a common response to a problem that organizations face when evaluating and rewarding the performance of their employees. Once a year, the employees of the Swiss Federal Government, like many employees worldwide, are evaluated by their supervisors. A positive performance evaluation is rewarded with a salary increase. One problem with this procedure is that supervisors, who often work closely with the employees, are reluctant to give negative evaluations even when workers underperform. This phenomenon, known as the “leniency bias”, has been well established in numerous empirical and experimental studies. As a case in point, 96% of the Swiss Federal Government employees in 2017 received a “good” or “very good” evaluation, and received the corresponding salary increase.

The problem with leniency bias is that if employees expect to get a salary increase even when they do not perform well, then the incentive effect of the salary increase is diminished. In a recent paper with Shuo Liu (Guanghua School of Management, Peking University) and Nick Netzer (University of Zurich), we ask how the organizations should optimally design performance evaluations and the related monetary rewards. Our main result is that the best the organization can do is to hold a contest among the employees. In practice, this means that the organization determines a fixed number of salary increases (or bonuses) and the supervisor only determines which employees get the increase and which do not.

Our paper has two main contributions. First, while contests are often used in the real world and the characteristics of different contest formats have been extensively studied, little is known about when, exactly, are contest superior to other mechanisms. Our paper provides a part of the answer to this question. Namely, in any contests, there are those who receive the low prizes (i.e., those who lose the contest). By using a contest, the organization forces the lenient supervisor to assign a low prize to some of the employees. Since the supervisor cannot reward all employees, she prefers to assign the low prizes to those who did not perform well. Hence, by using a contest, the organization manages to connect the rewards to the performance even when it has to rely on a lenient supervisor.

It is important to point out that using a contest of this sort commits the organization to give a low prize to some employees even when all perform well. This has often been criticized when similar mechanisms were used in firms (under the name of “forced distribution of rankings”). One management advisor had the following to say about contests: “What happens if you’re working with a superstar team? [...] You create this stupid world where [great] people are punished.” Our results show that, far from being stupid, it is necessary to force the supervisors to not reward some employees. This is because, given the opportunity, the supervisor would reward all workers irrespective of actual performance, which would destroy the incentive effects of the evaluation system.

Our second contribution is to identify the conditions under which contest-like mechanisms are likely to perform well. This will be the case whenever there is a three-layer structure (the principal, supervisor, and agents) and the principal wants to incentivize agents to exert costly effort but has to rely on a biased supervisor for performance evaluation.

Before implementing contests in practice, organizations have to balance the benefits of contests with their well-known negative aspects. The most important drawback of contests is a potential reduction in teamwork. When employees are directly competing with each other, a success of their co-worker implies a lower probability that they themselves will win a high reward in the contest. This decreases the incentives of employees to collaborate. Whether the drawbacks to contests outweigh the benefits has to be evaluated by the organization on a case by case basis.


---

Motivation & Contribution

The increase in international migration over the past decades has given more audience to the consequences of immigration. Especially the impacts on natives’ labor market outcomes such as wages and employment have been widely studied. However, the existing literature is mainly limited to the estimation of immigration effects on the average wage. My master’s thesis extends these analyses to the estimation of the impact across the whole native’s wage distribution. Thus, my approach can identify heterogeneous effects. It can answer the question of whether top earners are differently affected by immigration than low-wage earners. This is important as it relates to the large discussion about inequality.

Quantile regression is one of the tools to estimate distributional effects. However, standard quantile regression is inconsistent in the presence of endogenous treatment variables. Therefore, new estimators were developed which combine quantile regression and instrumental variable regression in different ways to obtain a framework within which percentile effects can be consistently estimated even if the input variable of interest is endogenous. I implemented and tested two of these recently proposed estimators in simulations and applied them to the estimation of the wage effect of immigration.

Models & Application

The two models I have analyzed are the instrumental variable quantile regression (IVQR) of Chernozhukov and Hansen* and the grouped IV quantile regression (Grouped IV-QR) proposed by Chetverikov et al.** The IVQR estimator performs quantile regressions over a grid of potential values for the treatment effect in a first step. It then chooses the coefficient on the treatment to minimize the corresponding direct effect of the instrument on the dependent variable. This estimated direct impact of the instrument should be zero according to the exclusion restriction of a valid instrument. The Grouped IV-QR model is designed for the estimation of group-level treatment effects. It estimates a quantile regression of the dependent variable on all individual-level covariates for each defined group. If the specification includes no individual-level variables, these estimated group-specific intercepts correspond to the conditional quantiles. In the second step, the data is collapsed at the group-level and the estimated group-specific intercept is regressed on the endogenous group-level treatment and other group-level covariates using 2SLS.

In my application, I used the immigration inflows into labor market cells defined by occupation and experience as treatment variable. The number of foreign workers entering a labor market cell is expected to be dependent on the corresponding labor market prospects. For instance, more immigrants are attracted by cells in which wages are high. Hence, immigration inflows are likely to be endogenous. For this reason, I use the past country-of-origin-specific allocation of immigrants across labor market cells to instrument the actual inflows. In my regressions, I control for individual characteristics and occupation-specific fixed effects. Thus, I only use the variation within occupation-experience cells across time to estimate the effect. The application of the described frameworks enables me to estimate heterogeneous effects of the endogenous immigration inflows.

Results

The simulations confirmed the consistency of the IVQR and the Grouped IV-QR even in the presence of endogeneity. The comparison of the two estimators reveals that the IVQR significantly outperforms the Grouped IV-QR in terms of the mean squared error. The reason is the high variance of the Grouped IV-QR in small samples. The drawback of the IVQR, however, is its high computational burden caused by the variously performed quantile regressions within the grid search.

The results of my application suggest that the effect of immigration does not vary across different points of the conditional wage distribution. The wage effect of immigration is found to be insignificant across the whole natives’ wage distribution. This result, however, should be interpreted with caution as the bootstrapped confidence intervals are large due to the inclusion of many fixed effects. Nevertheless, my findings provide an interesting contribution to the political debate. They undermine the politicians’ claims and the peoples’ fears of negative wage effects of immigration. And especially, they counter the concern that low-skilled workers are (more strongly) harmed by immigration.
Winand Emons & Blaise Melly – Professor Klaus Neusser has retired this summer. Winand Emons and Blaise Melly take up this opportunity to appreciate Klaus’ merits and achievements. The department wishes him all the best for the future.

Klaus studied technical mathematics in Vienna. After receiving his PhD in technical sciences in 1983, he got his Habilitation in economics and econometrics in 1990. After a short stint in Frankfurt/Oder, Klaus joined our department in 1994 as a professor of econometrics and macroeconomics. It was this combination of subjects that made Klaus so attractive for our department. At the time, the department suffered from cutbacks by the central administration and we had to struggle to uphold our teaching obligations. Therefore, we were looking for a colleague who could not only teach econometrics but was also able to contribute to macroeconomics. Klaus taught macroeconomics for a long time; perhaps more students remember him from his macro than from his econometrics classes.

However, the main research and teaching field of Klaus was time series econometrics. Klaus wrote a textbook covering this whole field to provide the best teaching material to his students. The first German edition appeared in 2006 under the title “Zeitreihenanalyse in den Wirtschaftswissenschaften”. In 2016, Springer has published the updated English version under the title “Time series econometrics”. This book succeeds in providing both an intuitive and practical introduction to the field as well as comprehensive and up-to-date coverage of the recent developments. It can be considered as an updated version of the famous monograph “Time series analysis” written by Hamilton in 1994. Klaus used the first part of his book to teach a bachelor course and the second half to teach a master course.

In his research, Klaus has studied a wide variety of topics ranging from typical monetary and fiscal policy issues to fertility, to the survival of firms, to the role of bequests in explaining savings. He probably made his main contributions in the empirical macroeconomic literature. In particular, he was among the first to apply the theory of cointegrated time series initiated by Granger and Engle in 1987. These authors received the Nobel Prize in economics in 1987. These authors saw that the newly developed inference tools could be applied to test the long-run implications of macroeconomic models. The link between the economic theory and the analysis of the data is a common theme in his research. In addition to his applied work, Klaus has also contributed to the theoretical time series literature. His strong mathematical background has allowed him to bring new insights and increase the rigor of the analysis.

As a supervisor, Klaus gave a lot of freedom to his students. Therefore, the works that he supervised cover a very diverse set of topics. Due to his natural curiosity and his mathematical expertise, Klaus was nevertheless able to grant competent advice on these topics. For example, during the same period, Kurt Schmidheiny completed his PhD thesis in 2003 under Klaus’s supervision about “Community choice and local income taxation” while Martin Wagner obtained his Habilitation in 2007 about hard-core time series econometric topics. They were both very successful in their academic career since they are now tenured professors at the University of Basel and the Technical University of Dortmund, respectively.

During his career, Klaus held many important positions both within the University of Bern as well as among the broader scientific community in Switzerland and abroad. He served for many years as the chairman of the Department, he headed several hiring committees, and he was for almost ten years the boss of finances of our faculty. He was a member of the board of the Verein für Socialpolitik and organized in 1997 the congress of this society in Bern. Klaus was so efficient in finding sponsors, that participants not only remember the wonderful weather during the conference but also the excellent conference dinner. He was also a member of the Board of the Swiss Society of Economics and Statistics and the Swiss National Science Foundation for many years. He organized the annual congress of the Swiss Society of Economics and Statistics conference of the society in 2014 in Bern. He was also the editor of the Swiss Journal of Economics and Statistics for 11 years. The University of Bern in general but in particular the Department of Economics benefited from his relentless work for the public good.
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BALTENSPERGER, ERNST. 2019, April 1. Das kann sich rächen. Tages-Anzeiger, Berner Zeitung, Der Bund.
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Beccuti, Juan & Möller, Marc. 2019. Screening by Mode of Trade. Department of Economics, University of Bern, DP 19-08.


Cortes, Guido Matias & Tschopp, Jeanne. 2019. Rising Concentration and Wage Inequality. Department of Economics, University of Bern, DP 19-12.


Kuhn, Andreas & Schweri, Jürg & Wolter, Stefan. 2019. Local Norms Describing the Role of the State and the Private Provision of Training. CESifo WP No. 7519.


Visit www.vwi.unibe.ch/research to read the Discussion Paper Series of the Department of Economics.

Grants

Bandi Tanner, Monika: Innotour Grant for the project “Strategiefähige touristische Regionen: Nutzung der Potenziale der Digitalisierung für neue kooperative Geschäftskonzepte mittels passender Anreiz-Strukturen”, together with Gemeindeverband Schweiz, Post and conim.


Letina, Igor: Scientific Exchanges Grant from the Swiss National Science Foundation for “Bern Workshop on Contest Theory”. SNF-Grant No. IZSEZ0_186482

Letina, Igor: Grant from the Swiss National Science Foundation for the project “Economics of Innovation with Endogenous Project Selection”. SNF-Grant No. 100018_185202

Winkler, Ralph: Grant from the Swiss National Science Foundation for the project “On the Interactions between Domestic and International Policy and the Prospects for International Climate Cooperation”. SNF-Grant No. 100018_189163

Winkler, Ralph: Grant from the Swiss National Science Foundation for the project “On the Interactions between Domestic and International Policy and the Prospects for International Climate Cooperation”. SNF-Grant No. 100018_189163
Awards and Honors

**Benati, Luca:** Associate Editor at “European Economic Review” and “Journal of Economic Dynamics and Control”.

**Emons, Winand:** Vice Dean of the Faculty of Business, Economics and Social Sciences, University of Bern.

**Emons, Winand:** Member of the Swiss Competition Commission.

**Koubi, Vally:** Coordinating Lead Author (CLA), 1st MedECC report, Chapter on Society.

**Koubi, Vally:** Expert reviewer, IPCC Sixth Assessment Report (Working Groups II), United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), 2019.

**Letina, Igor:** Research Affiliate Invitation to join the Center for Economic Policy Research (CEPR).

**Töngi, Fabienne:** VWG-Prize for Economics 2019 awarded by the Volkswirtschaftliche Gesellschaft des Kantons Bern.

Department News

**Appointments and Promotions**

**Jeanne Tschopp** has been appointed Assistant Professor (tenure track) in Applied Economics.

**Marc Möller** has been promoted to Full Professor in Microeconomics.

**Marcus Roller** has been promoted to Lecturer at the Center for Regional Economic Development (CRED).

**Tamara Bischof** has been promoted to early Postdoctoral Researcher in Health Economics.

**Vilane Gonçalves Sales** has been appointed Postdoctoral Researcher in Environmental Economics.
**Department News**

---

**Doctoral Theses**

**Beyeler, Simon:** "Sparse Factors, Streamlined Time-variation, and Twisted Yield Curves. Three Essays in Empirical Macroeconomics". *Doctoral Committee*: Luca Benati, Massimiliano Marcellino (Università L. Bocconi), Luca Sala (Università L. Bocconi).

**Bischof, Tamara Lea Salome:** "Essays in Health Economics". *Doctoral Committee*: Michael Gerfin, Beatrice Eugster (Universität St. Gallen).

**Blouri, Yashar:** "Public Policy and the Geography of Economic Activity". *Doctoral Committee*: Maximilian von Ehrlich, Tobias Seidel (Universität Duisburg-Essen).

**Eggenschwiler, Yelka:** "Essays on risks in the tourism industry". *Doctoral Committee*: Aymo Brunetti, Allan M. Williams (University of Surrey).

**Feger, Fabian:** "Essays in Energy Economics". *Doctoral Committee*: Doina Radulescu, Gregory Crawford (Universität Zürich), Mark Jacobsen (University of California, San Diego).

**Sipos, Gala:** "Three Essays on the Economics of Sustainable Resource Use". *Doctoral Committee*: Ralph Winkler, Simon Dietz (London School of Economics and Political Science).

---

**Moving on...**

**Fabian Feger** has left the department and has accepted a job offer as Regulatory Manager at the Axpo Group.

**Gala Sipos** has left the department and has accepted a job offer at "I Care & Consult".

**Lukas Voellmy** has left the department and has accepted a job offer as Lecturer at the University of Essex.

**Yelka Eggenschwiler** has left the department and has accepted a job offer as Business Analyst at the Expedia Group.